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WARC Boat Naming Policy 
The WARC Committee delegates responsibility for boat name recommendations to the Boat Naming 

Subcommittee (BNS) in all circumstances except as described below in 4(g).  

1. Membership of the BNS 

The BNS will comprise the following members: 

(a) The current WARC President; 

(b) The current WARC Captain; and 

(c) At least one current WARC Life Member, as decided by the WARC President and WARC 

Captain. 

2. BNS responsibilities and record keeping 

(a) The BNS will keep an up-to-date record of the names of the members of the BNS.  

(b) Where there is a change, permanent or temporary, to the membership of the BNS the WARC 

President and Captain are required to update this record.  

(c) The BNS will maintain a record of potential future nominees, this record should summarise 

current standings. 

(d) The BNS will consult, in a timely manner, and put forward recommended nominees to the 

WARC Committee. 

3. Conflict of interest 

Where a conflict of interest for one, or more, of the members of the BNS arises, due to a 

member, or members, of the BNS being under consideration for a boat naming, or otherwise, 

the following will occur: 

One BNS member conflicted 

(a) Where the conflict of interest concerns only one member of the BNS, the remaining 

members of the BNS will consult and appoint on an appropriate alternative BNS member. In 

the case of a WARC Life Member being in conflict, the temporary BNS member must be 

another WARC Life Member. 

(b) This appointee will be a temporary member of the BNS and will only be allowed to 

contribute to the BNS in respect of the naming of the boat which has caused the permanent 

BNS member to have a conflict of interest. 

(c) When the BNS has resolved the naming of the boat that has caused the conflict of interest 

the appointed temporary BNS member’s term will cease. 
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More than one BNS member conflicted 

(d) Where the conflict of interest concerns more than one member of the BNS, the BNS will 

make the WARC Committee aware of the conflicts and the WARC Committee will consult 

and appoint on an appropriate alternative BNS member. To the extent that the conflicted 

BNS members are also members of the Committee, they will not cast a vote when the WARC 

Committee votes to decide who to appoint as temporary members of the BNS. 

(e) This appointees will be a temporary members of the BNS and will only be allowed to 

contribute to the BNS in respect of the naming of the boat, or boats, which have caused the 

permanent BNS members to have a conflict of interest. 

(f) When the BNS has resolved the naming of the boat, or boats, that has caused the conflict of 

interest the appointed temporary BNS members’ terms will cease. 

4. General BNS considerations and guiding principles 

When considering the naming of a boat the BNS will consider, as appropriate, the following:  

(a) Exemplary and extraordinary service to WARC and should still have an active connection to 

the club (unless posthumously awarded). 

(b) Current excellence in elite rowing through significant global performance and or long service 

in elite ranks. 

(c) The carrying forward of names of exceptional past WARC members (e.g. Bill Irvine).  

(d) A "name" is to be carried for a minimum period of 8 years. In the event that the boat is sold 

or destroyed before the expiry of this period, the replacement boat will automatically carry 

the previous name for a further period so that the minimum period is satisfied.  

(e) Generally, boats with a lower average crew weight (<75KG) to be named after female 

nominees, and higher average crew weight (75KG<) to be named after a male nominee.  

(f) Single Sculls to be named after Thomas Kellar Medal and/or Olympic sculling champions – 

names chosen at discretion of the BNS. 

(g) Where a boat is purchased by way of a donation of more than 60% of the purchase cost, the 

benefactor will take the place of the BNS and have the right to nominate a name to the 

WARC Committee for ratification.  

5. Specific BNS considerations and guiding principles for each boat class 

(a) Single Scull (1X) 

i. Either first name or surname of an Olympic Sculling champion, and / or Thomas 

Kellar Medal winner. 

[For example Ekaterina (named after Ekaterina Karsten) and Olaf (named after Olaf 

Tufte).] 
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(b) Double / Pair (2x/-) 
i. Membership of the club for a minimum of 10 years; and 

ii. The nominee must satisfy, at least, one of the following requirements: 

A. Competitive achievement for the club at state and national level, which 

includes: 

• The nominee being selected in Senior State rowing team and/or 

Senior Australian rowing team. 

B. Contribution to the long term standing and achievements of the club, which 

includes having: 

• contributed significantly to fundraising efforts, and/or provided pro-

bono work for the club; 

• contributed significantly to providing coaching services; 

• contributed significantly to administration of the Club, within the 

WARC Committee; 

• contributed significantly to building and facilities maintenance for 

the club. 

C. Exceptional contribution to the sport of rowing. 

(c) Four / Quad (4-/x/+) 

i. Membership of the Club for a minimum of 10 years; and 

ii. The nominee must satisfy, at least, 2 of the following requirements: 

A. Competitive achievement for the club at state and national level, which 

includes: 

• The nominee being selected in Senior State rowing team and/or 

Senior Australian rowing team. 

B. Contribution to the long term standing and achievements of the club, through 

contribution to administration, within the WARC Committee, which includes: 

• Holding a senior committee position, or positions, on the WARC 

Committee for a minimum of five years. 

[A senior committee position means either the President, the 

Captain or a Vice-Captain.] 

C. Exceptional contribution to the sport of rowing. 

iii. Alternatively, where a nominee has successfully achieved selection to an Olympic 

rowing team, of any nation, the next four or quad purchased by the Club will be 

named after them, except if one of the following applies: 
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A. There is already another boat, owned by the Club, named after the nominee; 

or 

B. The nominee is not of good stead to the club. 

(d) Eight (8+) 

i. The nominee is a current or recently passed Life-member;  

ii. The nominee "Always put their efforts towards supporting and building the club 

first and foremost, and whose presence has been a driving force for the betterment 

of WARC and rowing generally."; 

iii. Where the composition of current or recently passed Life-members allows, a boat 

designated for a female crew should be named after a current or recently passed 

female life member, and a boat designated for a male crew should be named after 

a current or recently passed male Life-member; 

iv. The nominee does not currently have a boat named after them in the WARC fleet. 

6. Resolutions and Ratification  

The BNS will present each nominee for resolution, either at meetings or through circulatory 

resolution between meetings, to the WARC Committee. The WARC Committee shall vote to 

either ratify or reject the BNS’s recommendation. 

 

 

Policy Ratified 8th February 2018. 
 

 


